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The background of Ycity '11
The Ycity Projects create space for the development of action communities across borders. Ycity arises each year in the Summer where young people from different countries
create a temporary city community based on the participant's dreams and ideas. Ycity
creates space to the development of the youth's ideas for the good life and society
and tries to be an exploratorium and a free zone where new expressions and relations
can emerge. Ycity inspire to a democracy where everybody take part of making the
changes.

Ycity '08 in Nykøbing F.

Ycity '09 in Roskilde

Ycity '10 in Næstved

The Ycity Projects are based on a conception of democracy where it is yourself who
create the society changes, but together with others – a local change in a global con text. Democracy should not be reduced to a cross In a voting cabinet and not only
leaved to politicians. It's therefore important to motivate youth to make changes and
give them tools to create own initiatives with a society changing perspective. It's important to work for a democracy which is not closed in national containers, but ex pands across borders and create a global sustainable development.
Through the Ycity Projects the young people get tools to take action, perform their own
actions, influence decision makers and create future actions. The first Ycity in 2008 took
place five days in Nykøbing Falster with participants from Denmark and Germany. The
second Ycity took place seven days in a former factory hall at Musicon in Roskilde with
participants from Denmark, Germany, Sweden, the Netherlands and Finland and got
supported by EU's youth programme, »Youth in Action«. These two projects tried to create temporary physical city communities. The third Ycity took place a weekend in
Næstved and was a smaller one with only Danish participants. Instead of creating a
physical city community, the focus was on creating an impact on the existing city
through city actions.
In 2011 Ycity for the first time arose outside Denmark – in Lithuania – and again with support from »Youth in Action«. The first step in the creation of Ycity '11 was taken in August
2010 where NGO »Krantas«, Civitas Foundation for Civil Society and Team Ycity handed
in an application to »Youth in Action« for a feasibility visit in Denmark to discover the
possibilities of a partnership. The application got approved and in the start of January
2011 the partners met at the feasibility visit »Ycity Connections«.
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The background of Ycity '11

The contacts between the Team Ycity and
Civitias Foundation for Civil Society was originally initiated at an »Youth in Action« Training
Course in April 2009. The contacts between
Team Ycity and NGO »Krantas« was initiated
on the international youth conference »BYoung« in Lithuania in May 2010. To the feasibility visit a fourth partner, Landesschülerrat
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern was connected
to the project. This organisation had previous
been partner in Ycity '08 and '09.
»Ycity Connections« took place 6 – 10 January 2011 in Copenhagen. The partners were
on an inspiration tour to youth houses in
Roskilde and Copenhagen, developed the
first draft to the concept and activities of
Ycity '11 and decided each partners' responsibility in the project. NGO »Krantas« offered to
be the host of Ycity '11, so Ycity for the first
time could be created outside Denmark.

Visiting Kraftwerket on the inspiration tour

NGO »Krantas« aims at creating a safe
place for young people to realise their
ideas, supports their initiatives and gives
the opportunity on non-formal and intercultural learning.
Civitas Foundation for Civil Society aims
to stimulate local and regional development and citizens involvement in decision making and local governance.
LSR Mecklenburg-Vorpommern fight for
student rights and democracy, integrate
youth in political processes and influence
politics with the youths ideas of the good
life.
Team Ycity create new participation
possibilities for young people in Denmark
and Europe.

Project development in Copenhagen Project House

NGO »Krantas« coordinated the complement of an application to »Youth in Action with
contributions from the other partners to the deadline 1 February. This application got
approved in March and the preparation of Ycity '11 could start. NGO »Krantas« had the
responsibility for the practical aspects of the activities and the connection with the local society. Team Ycity had the overall responsibility for the facilitation of the process.
And each partner had the responsibility for different sessions during Ycity '11 and the responsibility for mobilisation and preparation of each national group. At an Advanced
Planning Visit in Lithuania 24 – 26 June the final decisions regarding the project was
taken and the process got adjusted. Ycity could soon take the next step on it's way to
create new spaces of democracy – and continue to Lithuania.
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The Ycity Process
Ycity is a space, a temporary city community, for the actions of young people from different countries. Together they develop and explore how to bring their ideas to life and
how to make personal and social changes. The overall principle of Ycity is that the city
community is created by the participants – and should therefore rather be seen as a
framework for different self organised actions than a 'camp' with a predefined activity
programme. There are though predefined sessions to secure the flow in the creation of
the city community. These sessions stimulate the participant's creativity, establish relations between the participants, establish relations between the participant's ideas, create interaction between Ycity and the outside world and stimulate reflections about
the next steps after Ycity. The concrete actions that happen in Ycity are developed
and implemented by the participants.
The Ycity Process consists of 3 phases:
1) The Blue Phase with
focus on the
establishment of the
group

2) The Red Phase with
focus on actions both inand outside Ycity

3) The Green Phase with
focus on how to continue
Ycity in the participant's
local society

Each of the three phases is based on a specific approach: The Blue Phase on a system
theoretical approach, the Red Phase on an empowerment approach and the Green
Phase on a sustainable anchoring approach. Though each approach is connected to
a single phase, It is also also influencing the whole process. Below is a description of the
three phases and approaches.
The Blue Phase and the system theoretical approach: The purpose with the phase is to
make a transformation of different individuals from different countries to a self referential interaction system. The approach implies that the focus is the connections between
the participants instead of a focus on the single participant. Another implication of the
system theoretical approach is that the process aims at disturbing and challenging the
participants on their view of their own action capacity.
The Red Phase and the empowerment approach: The focus from the Blue Phase on the
whole group shifts in the Red Phase to a focus on the individual working together in action groups. The purpose is to empower the participants in to ways: Strengthen their ca pacity to make changes and transform their conception of change possibilities. Young
people often have the conception that they are not able to make changes themselves
– that changes have to be initiated and implemented by others, e.g. the political sys tem. The approach in the Red Phase is therefore to get the participants making the
changes instead of waiting for them. The development of ideas have to be followed by
a realisation of the ideas – or at least an attempt to realise them.
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The Ycity Process

The Green Phase and the sustainable anchoring approach: The community of Ycity
should not only exist in the days where Ycity is created, but should continue as a permanent community across borders. A community that can meet virtual and face2face,
but also a community anchored in each of the participant's local society. The ideas of
Ycity should spread to each represented city and manifest in new local actions and initiatives. »Make your city to Ycity!« is the key phrase of this approach.
The three phases and their sessions is visualised in this process map:
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The Blue Phase
The Blue Phase of Ycity '11 happened Friday 20 to Saturday 21 July and had three ses sions: Introduction, »City Community Building« and »City Forum«. The main session was
the »City Community Building« where the purpose was to build trust between the participants and strengthen the relationships. It was also to create a mutual understanding
that the community of Ycity '11 actually are able to change something. The participants arrived Friday at Plateliai and on the first evening they had the introduction ses sion and the start-up of the »City Community Building«. In the introduction session their
was energizers and presentation of the previous Ycity Projects through a film made for
Ycity '11. The partners, the programme and the practicalities got presented too. After
the introduction the »City Community Building« began with different interactive exercises that built trust between the participants.

Introduction to the process of Ycity '11

A trust exercise

The »City Community Building« continued Saturday. The day started with energizers that
gave the participants a vital and dynamic start of the day. All the other days in Ycity '11
were also started by energizers. To strengthen the relationships there was after the energizers a story sharing where the participants two and two shared stories about changes
they have made.
The peak of the »City Community Building« was to create a flash mob in the city of
Plunge. The participants should as one group make a positive change for local citizens.
The flash mob took place in a supermarket and consisted of two simple operations. The
first was »Operation Freeze« where the participants walked into the supermarket as normal customers split up in groups. Suddenly one should stand still and freeze and all the
others should follow. After about one minute one should defreeze, again the others
should follow and begin the second operation, »Operation Applause«. Here the participants should walk to the exit and begin to applaud and pay tribute to the other cus tomers. Before the execution of the flash mob the participants practised back home at
the base-camp where they tried out the flash mob.
The flash mob achieved to make a small happy disruption of the trivial every day life in
Plunge. It gave the citizens a good experience and for one moment transformed the
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The Blue Phase

commercial space of the supermarket into an alternative public space with the use of
non-verbal communication. The participants of Ycity '11 got constituted as a change
community. The response was positive among the participants: »The flash mob was one
of the best things. We could do everything what we want → we are youth:-)«.

Morning energizers

The participants on their way to do the flash mob

After the flash mob the participants went on »Exploring Plunge« where they explored
the possibilities and challenges of Plunge. Then the participants had a dialogue about
the day's experiences and learnings in reflection groups in the »City Forum«. The »City
Forum« was established each of the days in Ycity '11. At the evening of Saturday there
was a cultural evening introducing Lithuanian traditions. There was also cultural evenings the following evenings with Danish, Hungarian (the group from Romania was a part
of the Hungarian minority in the country) and German themes with the purpose to stimulate the inter-cultural learning.

An angry customer at the flash mob practice

Exploring Plunge

City Forum

Lithuanian evening
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The Red Phase
The Red Phase of Ycity happened Sunday 31 July to Wednesday 3 August. The focal
point in the phase was the action groups in which the participants should develop and
perform actions based on their own ideas and dreams. Besides being a framework for
initiating changes the action groups were also a framework for cooperation across borders. In the action groups the participants could try to work with other young people
from different countries. In the composition of the process there was incorporated three
sessions to challenge the action groups. These three challenges were: »City Arena«,
»Public Motion« and »City Live«. The »City Arena« was an internal arena where the action groups could experience each other ideas. The »Public Motion« was actions in Klaipeda performed in the action groups. The »City Live« was a visit by local politicians and
media to Ycity '11. The purpose with these three sessions was to give the participants a
space where they could experiment and try to do changes by them self. To establish
and develop the action groups there was incorporated two sessions: »City Market« and
»City LAB«. The last elements in the Red Phase was the »City Forum« and the »Learning
Across Borders«. The last-mentioned was a learning space facilitated by the Lithuanian,
Romanian and German partner.

The participants got connected in action groups...

... and prototyped their topic at the »City Market«

The first day in the Red Phase was Sunday. The day started with the »City Market«, a ses sion that established the action groups. First, the Danish participants sat up a kind of ex hibition that showed examples of actions from the previous Ycity Projects. The purpose
was to inspire the other participants for actions they could do. After the exhibition the
groups got formed. Here each participant formulated a topic that they wanted to explore the next days in the action groups and got connected with other participants
with similar topic in the action groups. Then the action groups prototyped their topic
with a human sculpture that visualised and demonstrated what they wanted to do in
their group. This was shown to the rest of the participants. After the »City Market« there
was a democracy reflection where the participants got questions about the political
and democratic aspects of different actions, e.g. a flash mob or a demonstration. The
participants physical positioned them selves on a line from 1 to 6 whether they agreed
or disagreed on the political and democratic aspect of an action – and some were
asked about their point of view.
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The Red Phase

In the afternoon of Sunday the participants got time in the »City LAB« to develop the
actions they wanted to do the next three days. All the groups ended up that day with a
mission, a societal condition that they wanted to change. And all the groups ended up
with ideas for actions that they could do in Ycity '11 to initiate these changes. The action group's ideas would in the next days in various ways be implemented in the three
challenges of »City Arena«, »Public Motion« and »City Live«. The ideas were:
–
–

–

–

–
–

The Super Heroes: Dress up like super heroes and help people with their problems with the purpose to stimulate humanity.
Dream City Builders: Get people to reflect on how our cities should be and what
they should contain and present it on a creative way with the purpose to advocate for a citizen-driven creative city planning.
Breaking Stereotypes: Create a game where people are presented to different
issues regarding stereotypes so they can identify themselves with being stereotyped.
House of Action: Create a temporary youth house with space for different activities like music and games to set focus on the missing spaces for youth in the cit ies where they can make their own actions.
The Sports Group: Get people to join a water balloon throwing game with the
purpose to promote physical activities in the public space.
Eat 'n Music: Sing songs with kitchen instruments about healthy food to promote
healthy life styles.

The participants got inputs to make an impact

Improving ideas in the »City LAB«

Monday, the second day of the Red Phase, started with the »Learning Across Borders«
facilitated by the Lithuanian partner about cross-national cultural and social problems
that youth face. The session was split up in two parts. The first part was a character
identifying game about possibilities in life depending on your status in society. Each par ticipant got a character, e.g. a homosexual or a handicapped person, and all should
place on one line. Then different statements were read aloud, e.g. »I have the possibilities to get the education I want«. If you agreed you could move one step forward, if not
you should keep standing. On that way the participants at the end of the game physical could see the distance between life possibilities. The second part of the day's »Learn ing Across Borders« was group dialogues about possibilities for youth in the different
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countries, e.g. regarding sex education and leisure time activities. In groups the parti cipants got through a number of issues and got to know similarities and differences
between the different countries.
In the afternoon the action groups got challenged in the »City Arena« to make an ac tion that should involve the other participants. Before the launch of the »City Arena« the
action groups made the final development of their concepts and prepared for making
a good experience for the others. Each action group found a spot at the base-camp,
either inside or outside, where they could take visits from the other participants. These
spots were occupied by the action groups with the participant's own marks and physical expressions. All the action groups were working and the base-camp hummed with
activities – a feeling of city life emerged. The »City Arena« took place with two rounds.
One round where half of the action groups made an experience for the others, and an other round where they swapped positions.

Showing differences in life opportunities

The Sports Group

The Superheroes

Hungarian evening

On Tuesday, the third day of the Red Phase, the Romanian partner facilitated a »Learn ing Across Borders« session about civic engagement. First, the participants in groups
shared the moments when they decided to be active in society. Second, they constructed a Civic Engagement Scrabble to see different definitions and associations of
civic engagement. Third, the participants in national groups brainstormed the six most
important steps to strengthen voluntary work in their own country and shared it with the
other participants.
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The rest of the day took place in Klaipeda. The participants got transported to Klaipeda
by bus and was after lunch on a guided city tour where they got an insight in the life
and culture of the city. After the city tour it was time to the action group's second challenge, »Public Motion«, where the action groups should make an impact on the city of
Klaipeda through the participant's actions. The idea was that the participants should
experience to enter the public space and make a small, but concrete change for others – to create a »Public Motion«. The action groups placed themselves different places
in the city. Again like the experience from the supermarket in Plunge a happy disruption
of the trivial everyday life in the city occurred. A citizen in Klaipeda could that after noon in his or her movements in the city e.g. meet super heroes helping children, enter
a new youth house and hear music about healthy life style. Though some participants in
the evaluation mentioned that there could have been more citizens to impact, the
community of Ycity '11 that day made a change for Klaipeda by influencing the city
with the ideas and dreams of young people. After dinner at the harbour the parti cipants got transported to the seaside by ferry. At the seaside there was possibility to
swim and relax while the sun went down in the horizon adding intense orange and red
colours to the sky and the sea.
Tuesday was the best day If you regard the participant's average ratings of the days in
the evaluation of Ycity '11 – probably caused by the combination of making a change
in the public space and spending a good time at the seaside with new friends. Like one
of the participants wrote: »In Klaipeda was the best day. I felt the the whole group as
an organic team. We did such things (flash mobs) which I have no courage to do at
home.«

»Learning Across Borders« about civic engagement

Physical activities in the public sace

The »House of Action« constructed in Klaipeda

Andreas made his own project, »Ugly Art«
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A spontaneous flash mob on the way to the beach

Tuesday evening at the beach

Wednesday was the last day of the Red Phase and got started by the third session of
»Learning Across Borders« facilitated by the German partner. The theme was how
young people can influence the political system. The participants worked in national
groups with political issues they deal with at home and developed initiatives that could
promote their interests and opinions. In the plenum session afterwards the groups got
feedback and proposals to improvements from the others. After lunch the action
groups got the last challenge: Create »City Live« where local politicians and other loc als visit Ycity '11. The idea was that the participant's ideas should spread to the outside
world of Ycity. The action groups have gained experience from the two previous challenges in »City Arena« and »Public Motion«, so now they were well prepared to influence the politicians with the youth's perspectives. Though a number of politicians had
expressed that they would like to visit Ycity '11, only one politician appeared. But to gether with other locals he got a good experience facilitated by the participants and
got a picture of a new, alternative way to participate in society.

A presentation at the last »Learning Across Borders«

Dream City Builders

Breaking Stereotypes

Eat 'n Music
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The Green Phase
The last complete day of Ycity '11 was Thursday 4 August and this was also the day of
the Green Phase, the beginning of the continuation of Ycity '11. The day consisted of
three sessions: »Next Steps«, »City Forum« and »Future Community Building«. In the »Next
Steps« the participants should develop actions that they could bring home to their local
societies. First they two and two had a walk 'n talk about which experiences from Ycity
they could bring into their personal life and what they wanted to do with their life. Then
they individual reflected on an initiative that they wanted to in their city or local society.
And in national groups they developed these ideas to more concrete projects. In plen um the participants got the opportunity to pitch their project so the projects maybe
could be connected across borders. There were e.g. project ideas about self confidence course, how youth could be interested in political life and an idea about making
small, secret impacts on the cities. The project ideas was put up on the wall so people
could write their names on if they were interested in the project.
The participants got a longer lunch break so they could spend more time together in
social settings on the last day. In the »City Forum« the participants got a survey to com plete in order to evaluate Ycity '11. They also had the last dialogue in the reflection
groups about their learning points and experiences during the week. The »Future Com munity Building« should consolidate the future community of Ycity. Here the participants
got one little mission to do when they have returned to their home city. Each participant got a sticker labelled with Ycity. This sticker they should put up on their city's town
sign, take a picture of it and share it with the others on Facebook. On that way the par ticipants symbolic could make their city to Ycity.

An evaluation exercise

The »See You Again« Party

In the evening it's was time to say goodbye at the »See You Again« Party. The Lithuani an partner made a kind of ceremony when the darkness had fallen. All the participants
went down to the lake of Plateliai in a torchlight procession. Here four lights were put on
the lake and four small hot air balloons got ignited and began rising. The four lights
floated away on the lake and the four burning balloons slowly disappeared on the dark
sky. A beautiful closing of Ycity '11 – a week the participants never will forget.
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Ycity '11 was a space for the actions
of young people from Lithuania,
Romania, Germany and Denmark
This report documents the process

An initiative by NGO »Krantas« (LT),
Civitas Foundation for Civil Society (RO),
Landesscülerrat Mecklenburg-Vorpommern (GE),
& Team Ycity (DK)

